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LETTER FROM

THE BOARD CHAIR

This Annual Report highlights the opportunities and the
achievements of The American International School · Vienna
and its students during the 2013-2014 school year. This letter is
dedicated to the activities of the Executive Board.

with our children, staff, community, and Board in assuring the
continued development of AIS as an outstanding school within
the international school community. The Executive Board would
like to express its appreciation to everyone who helped to
quickly and smoothly initiate Mr. Razidlo into the school’s affairs.
Furthermore, we would like to thank all of the volunteers who
were part of the Director Search Committee and those who took
part in the various community feedback sessions. The Executive
Board is convinced that AIS is an exceptional school in its own
right and deserves an outstanding director. We are confident
that we have found the right candidate capable of guarding and
further developing the unique characteristics distinctive to our
school.

Most adults dream about undertaking a new type of activity,
the opportunity to try something new. It is strange to imagine a
situation when a lawyer, working for an international company,
also works as a marketing manager or a strategic analyst. In
most cases, even talking about this kind of possibility is rare.
AIS provides parents with the opportunity to do just that. Legally
AIS is a company belonging to its participants (parents) who all
have equal rights. There are endless opportunities for serving
on a large number of committees and teams, not to mention
the Executive Board and the Parent-Teacher Forum, to name a
few. There is no doubt about the importance of parents getting
involved in decision-making, strategic planning, school image,
technical and educational process, communication policy,
security, and material development in allowing them the chance
to contribute as much as possible to the quality of the education
of their children.

In 2013-2014 the Executive Board’s emphasis continued to focus
on collaboration and communication based on trust and respect,
on strengthening our governance, and on ensuring that our
school continues to change and grow with the times to benefit
our students.
AIS is defined by the people who work here. The Executive Board
would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the staff and
faculty and celebrate their most important achievements over
the past year. As many know, international schools continue to
change and the Executive Board would like to assure the school
community that we continue to focus on preparing the school for
these changes. We want to guide our school in such a way that
its students, teachers, staff, and parents alike, all take pride in
AIS.

During the 2013-2014 school year, Director Bob Gross led our
school. We deeply appreciate his efforts on behalf of AIS and
cannot help but acknowledge all of the positive changes that
took place during his time here. Bob has left behind a competent
and efficient administration and a particularly capable Senior
Leadership Team. We wish him the best of luck in his future
endeavors.

Andrey Stolyarov
Executive Board Chair

Choosing a new long-term director was the Executive Board’s
top priority in 2013-2014. Mr. Stephen Razidlo was the top
choice to head our school. This was a lengthy process, but we
are confident that Steve is indeed the right individual to work

LETTER FROM

THE DIRECTOR

Legend has it, that one day, long ago, a cowboy stumbled upon
one of natures most awesome wonders, the Grand Canyon,
“Wow, the cowboy exclaimed, ‘Something sure happened here”.
Those are my sentiments as I had the privilege to serve as the
Director at the American International School · Vienna for the
2013-2014 school year.
The year was characterized by many significant events and
accomplishments. We had a visit from the accreditation team
and they issued a very favorable report concerning the status of
AIS. The full accreditation review is scheduled for the 2016-17
school year.
The strong enrollment, topping out at 795 students, helped us
increase the reserves and fully pay off all the school building
loans. The early loan repayment also enabled us to receive a
discount of 385,000 Euro on the loan amount.
We accepted retirement letters from three very long serving
faculty members. Retiring after 37 years of service are Hermann
(Doc) Prossinger—High School Science and Beverly Carroll—
Middle School Art. And, retiring as an Elementary School
teacher, after 11 years of service, is Mary Guzzo Hattendorff.
We also accepted a resignation from Jennifer Mango, an
Elementary School teacher, who is moving with her family to
Frankfurt, Germany. These four faculty members contributed so
significantly to the quality of our programs at AIS. Fortunately,
the reputation of AIS as a top tier international school made it
possible to attract very talented replacements.
The average IB Diploma exam score was 37 with a number of
our students scoring over 40 points out of a possible 45. Our
graduates were accepted into top tier universities around the
world. The Measures of Academic Progress (MAP) test was
administered to Grades 3-8 in three categories (language usage,

reading, and mathematics). The results were very commendable,
showing us well above average compared to other international
schools and private and public schools in the United States.
A committee composed of a parent, an administrator, a Board
member, students, and teachers developed a new Mission
Statement for the school and presented it to the Executive Board
for approval. The Mission statement is substantially shorter
than the previous one but captures beautifully the educational
environment that has been established at AIS.
A Master Facility Plan was commissioned by the Executive
Board and it will serve as a superb guide in the improvement
of school facilities. A team of administrators working with faculty
have prepared recommendations on facility improvement and
time line for Executive Board consideration.
AIS, once again, benefited tremendously from the work of the
PTF and the Sports Booster Club. All their volunteer work has
enriched the quality of our programs and enhanced the spirit of
community that exists at AIS.
I have so enjoyed working with the AIS Community in developing
and delivering the quality programs that you have a right to
expect. While this is my final year at AIS, the spirit of this school
will remain with me for a good period of time. Thank you to
all of you who had such a strong hand in making this such an
exceptionally good year.
Bob Gross
Director
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FACILITIES

REPORT

Maintaining and updating current facilities is an ongoing task to continue to guarantee our students a safe and comfortable environment
in which to learn. In 2013-2014 this was no different.
Before the start of the 2013-2014 school year repairs and improvement work was done on the sewage system in sections of
Elementary School building, Kitchen, and High School basement. Renovations were done on the basement of the Villa and the
windows on the upper level were replaced, as well as the external door leading to the Main Office.
Work was done in the Cafeteria to improve acoustics to cut down on noise, making it a more comfortable facility for students to enjoy
their lunch.
With the replacement of the windows and blinds in the Grade 1 area, the Elementary School Windows/Blinds Improvement Plan has
been finished. The reconstruction of a classroom near the ES Office has given the Pre-Kindergarten class a new and improved space
in which to learn. The Elementary School playground blacktop was also given new fencing.
The 30 year old roof of the Mike Maloy Gym was repaired to ensure that leakage would no longer be a problem.
The first step of the Lightning Improvement Plan and the second step of the Heating Improvement Plan were both completed. The
two of these projects guarantee that AIS is on the cutting edge, reducing energy consumption and improving energy efficiency, by
implementing new technologies.

TECHNOLOGY

REPORT

In the Elementary School, the integration of iPads into the
classrooms was a major initiative. A class set of iPads for
checkout made them accessible to all teachers and students.
A new operating system for the laptops for Grade 3 made them
much faster and more reliable. Coding was introduced in Grades
2 and 3. Grades 4 and 5 moved to total integration rather than
formal computer classes.
In the Middle School, there was an increase in use of the Google
Apps for Education suite. These tools help increase collaboration
between student and teacher, and student to student. They also
enabled teachers to provide timely, meaningful feedback to
students to help them improve their writing and presentation
skills.
In the Secondary School, we released a new grade reporting
system. This enabled parents and students to see grades online
as soon as they were entered. As well as grades, the parent
and student portals show attendance, demographic information,
report cards and schedules. This had been long in the planning
and was very well received. With the rolling grade always
available to students and parents, surprises at report card time
were significantly reduced.

The K-12 Technology committee was formalized and met
regularly to provide direction with regard to strategic decisions
involving technology. All divisional principals are members of
the committee to ensure that a broader spectrum of views is
heard. Meeting minutes are also shared throughout the school to
improve communication concerning technology decisions.
During the month of May, technology surveys we completed
by all faculty, and by students from Grades 3-12. BrightBytes,
a technology educational consulting firm, provided the surveys
and the data collection for our school. This data will help inform
us about our strengths and opportunities for growth in the areas
of classroom use, skill levels, access and environment.
The Robotics Program has been expanded to now include a
High School team.
A focus was investigating other operating systems, especially
Windows 8 and the new horizons that a combined tablet and
laptop could offer. We ended the year with a sense of excitement
about the opportunities and challenges that this new technology
would bring.
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STUDENT

ACHIEVEMENT

At AIS, we believe that a guaranteed and viable curriculum sets the basis for effective and enjoyable education and life-long learning.
The program is specifically designed to achieve these curriculum goals in providing educational excellence through effective and
collaborative teaching and learning, appropriate facilities, stable and effective governance, active communication, sustainable
finances, and a culture that promotes optimal performance and empowers all stakeholders in the community. We place current and
future students at the center of our decision-making.
MEASURES OF ACADEMIC PROGRESS (MAP) ASSESSMENT RESULTS
Twice a year, students in Grades 3–8 take the Northwest Evaluation Association (NWEA) MAP tests that provide detailed, actionable
data about where each child is on their unique learning path. The tests show achievements in core subjects, as compared to
“International School Norms”*.
Mathematics

INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE (IB) EXAMINATION RESULTS
The majority of our High School students follow the International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma Program, a demanding course of
study designed to provide students with a diploma that is recognized by many universities throughout the world. Individual subject
examinations are graded on a scale from 7 to 1 (7 being the highest and 1 the lowest), with a maximum cumulative score possible
of 45.

2 0 1 3 - 2 0 1 4

84

S U M M A RY

O F

R E S U LT S

48 462 36 97.9

Candidates

Full Diploma Candidates

Subject Entries

Average Total Points

% of Diploma Passes

Reading

Average IB Diploma Grades Awarded

Language Usage

* The International School Norms are taken from 8,000-12,000 students from international schools around the world.

* World Average not yet available for 2014
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LIST OF COLLEGE ACCEPTANCES
Congratulations to the Class of 2014! As of June 1, our students had been accepted to the following universities. The number
following the university indicates the number of students accepted.

Austria
IMC University of Applied Sciences
Modul University (2)
Webster University (3)
Canada
Algoma University
Carleton University (2)
Emily Carr University of Art and
Design
McGill University (2)
Ontario College of Art and Design
Queen’s University (2)
University of British Columbia (5)
University of Guelph
University of Ottawa
Germany
University of Freiburg
Jacobs University
Hong Kong
Hong Kong University of Science &
Technology
Italy
Universita Bocconi (2)
Korea
Korea Advanced Institute of Science
& Technology
Netherlands
Erasmus University Rotterdam (2)
Gerrit Rietveld Academie
Leiden University College
Tilburg University
Singapore
LaSalle College of the Arts
Spain
ESADE
IE University (2)

United Kingdom
Aston University
Cardiff Metropolitan University
Coventry University
Durham University
Edinburgh College of Art
King’s College London
Lancaster University
Loughborough University (6)
Straffordshire University
Swansea Metropolitan University
University College London
University of Bath (8)
University of Bristol
University of Cambridge
University of East Anglia
University of Edinburgh
University of Essex
University of Exeter (8)
University of Glasgow (2)
University of Huddersfield
University of Leeds
University of Leicester (3)
University of Manchester
University of Northampton
University of Nottingham
University of Portsmouth
University of Reading
University of Sheffield (4)
University of Southampton (3)
University of Surrey
University of Sussex (3)
University of Warwick (7)
University of Wolverhampton
University of York (2)
United States
Academy of Art University
Arizona State University (2)
Boston University (2)
Butler University
Carnegie Mellon University (2)
College of Charleston (2)
Cornell University
DePaul University

Drexel University (4)
Duke University
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
Eugene Lang College
Fordham University
George Mason University (4)
George Washington University (4)
Georgetown University (2)
Hofstra University (3)
Illinois Institute of Technology
Ithaca College (3)
James Madison University
Johns Hopkins University
Macalester College
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
New York University (2)
Northeastern University (5)
Northwestern University
Parsons the New School for Design
Portland State University
Providence College
Reed College
Rhode Island School of Design
Rochester Institute of Technology
Roger Williams University
Skidmore College
Stony Brook University (3)
Suffolk University (2)
Syracuse University
Tufts University
Union College
Virginia Commonwealth University
University of California, Berkeley
University of California, Los Angeles
University of Denver
University of Illinois at Chicago
University of Michigan (2)
University of Missouri, Columbia
University of Pennsylvania (2)
University of San Francisco
University of Washington
Wellesley College
Worcester Polytechnic Institute

TEACHER FACTS AND FIGURES
We pride ourselves on the quality of teaching that we offer. From all over the world, we celebrate every one of our teachers who are
fully committed to upholding our core values, that are directly linked to student achievement at AIS; to nurture, include, challenge,
and respect each and every one of our students every single day.
FACTS AND FIGURES ABOUT THE PEOPLE WHO MAKE AIS WHAT IT IS

102
Faculty
Members

12
Countries
Represented

66

Teachers with more than 20 years
of experience

7.6:1
Student-Teacher
Ratio
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RELATED ARTS
Theater Arts at AIS continue to be a sensation. Our major theatrical
productions in 2013-2014 included the AIS Fall Play, A Doctor In
Spite of Himself, followed by the spring musical You’re A Good
Man, Charlie Brown in addition to AIS Presents! A Showcase of
Original Student Performances. Cinderella proved to be a great
success for our Middle School, as well as the fantastic Butterfly
Shoes put on by our Elementary School.

We also held our annual Art-A-Thon, involving cross-divisional
cooperation between the entire Related Arts Department
including musical, theatrical, and dance performances, as well
as art exhibits. One noteworthy performances took place in the
Golden Hall of Vienna’s Musikverein, for an annual celebration of
diplomatic relations between Austria and China.
A very special concert was held on campus featuring AIS
students and staff, along with some local choir members. They
performed Carl Orff’s Carmina Burana with almost 600 people in
attendance over two days. Some of the musicians “took the show
on the road” to New York City’s Lincoln Center. Staff and students
attended rehearsals for three half-days, culminating in a soldout performance in Avery Fisher Hall. The full choir totaled 180
singers, of which 30 were AIS students and staff. Our choirs had
performed in the Golden Hall of Vienna’s Musikverein the year
before and the concert was posted to YouTube. Representatives
from Distinguished Concerts International viewed our clip and
honored our musical excellence by inviting our choirs to the
performance in New York City.

AIS dancers put on an astounding show called Moving Forward
- Dancers Against Cancer. All proceeds from the event went to
the Conquer Cancer Club in support of projects related to the
St. Anna Kinderspital. The show involved dancers from all three
divisions and was hosted by the Art of Movement Class.
In addition to student art being showcased all over AIS throughout
the school year, we also held two major Art Exhibits. In the
Elementary School the spring art show gave all ES students a
chance to display their favorite piece of artwork that they created
over the school year. In the High School we held our extraordinary
IB Visual Arts Show.

ATHLETICS
2013-2014 saw yet another fantastic year for our AIS Knights.
We hosted seven tournaments as well as eight exchanges over
the course of our three seasons.
Our High School Boys and Girls Tennis Team claimed ISST
championships for the second year in a row while our Varsity
and Junior Girls Cross Country, Varsity Boys Cross Country, and
Varsity Boys Soccer all medaled. In addition, SCIS championships
were claimed in Softball, Girls Tennis, and Girls Basketball.
Our Middle School athletes brought eight SCIS team medals
back to Vienna including championships in Girls Volleyball and
Boys Track and Field. The year was celebrated at our HS Sports
Banquet and our MS Sports Awards Night. Athletics was once
again supported throughout the year by the AIS Booster Club.

EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
In 2013-2014, we offered over 30 clubs and activities for our
HS and MS students. Our highlights were hosting the CEESA
HS Knowledge Bowl tournament. Our teams were also very
successful claiming medals in HS Knowledge Bowl, Senior and
Junior ISMTF, MS Math Counts, MS Speech and Debate, HS
Robotics, and HS Speech and Debate.
Our After School Activities (ASA) program continued to serve
literally hundreds of students throughout the year. There were
over 35 choices of activities in 2013-2014, ranging from Ice
Skating and Swimming, which are off campus, to German, Ball
Sports, and Arty Smarties on campus.

A good number of our students also had the privilege of attending
the Association for Music in International Schools (AMIS) festivals
for honor musicians, taking place all around the world.

AIS musicians dazzled audiences with a series of instrumental and
choral concerts including two concerts for our Elementary School
students, three seasonal instrumental concerts in Middle and High
School, and four Middle and High School Choir performances.
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CELEBRATING OUR

INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY
At AIS we take pride in having such a diverse international community. This diversity is seen in the faces of our students and
employees, heard among the languages in our halls, and celebrated throughout the year at many school festivals. All in all, 53
countries were included in the makeup of our 2013-2014 student body:
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Please note: As with many international schools, AIS has a significant number
of students and employees with more than one nationality. The origins of our
community members are clearly more complex than our data can capture.
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Twenty-one countries are included in the makeup of our 2013-2014 Staff:
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AIS Staff range in age from 24-65, with an average and median age of about 46. The average stay of a staff member at AIS is over
ten years, which greatly enhances the school’s stability and continuity.
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The AIS Faculty numbers over 100 individuals. Over 70% of our teachers hold advanced degrees, with several having earned
doctorates. A substantial majority are U.S. citizens, but the school does have teachers of other nationalities, including faculty
from Europe, Canada, the Middle East, the Far East, and South America. The teachers at AIS are dedicated professionals with
a commitment to on-going development, as demonstrated by frequent attendance at regional and international conferences, IB
training, and subject-specific workshops.
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The core of excellence at AIS are the talented faculty and administrators. Each of the three academic divisions is headed by a
trained and experienced principal. In addition, the Senior Leadership Team includes the School Director, the Director of Athletics,
Activities, and Events, the Director of Technology, the Director of Admissions, and the Business Manager. There are also trained and
experienced counselors in each of the three divisions and librarians for the Elementary and Secondary Schools. A full-time nursepractitioner oversees the school’s health unit.
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BREAKDOWN OF OUR 2013-2014 STUDENT BODY BY NATIONALITY
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PARENT-TEACHER

FINANCIAL

FORUM

The mission of the Parent-Teacher Forum, PTF, is to positively
impact the lives of all AIS students, families, and faculty (teachers,
administrators, and staff members) by representing our members
and empowering them with skills in advocacy, leadership, and
communication.

•

We are a community for Dialogue, Development, and Excellence:
1. Dialogue: An open, unbiased forum for dialogue on broad/
school-wide topics. The PTF can surface and address
significant community concerns via a committee, formed
with the purpose of respectful communication to AIS faculty
with the goal of a mutually supported resolution. PTF
members are resources who can advise and direct others
to the correct AIS faculty to address individual concerns.

•

We hosted two Newcomers events to help incoming
families get better acquainted with AIS and Vienna.
We also helped new families through our ‘Country
Coordinators’ who connected families from the same
country/region and helped reduce cultural gaps.

•

For parents, we organized numerous cultural exchanges
and day trips. These events included a shopping trip for
Newcomers, a visit to a pumpkin farm, Japanese ink
painting lessons, a trip to the Grafenegg Palace advent
market, cookie exchanges, ballroom dancing lessons,
a visit to the MAK museum, and a visit to Liechtenstein
Palace. We also organized social interest groups for
parents to help connect parents with the same interests.

2. Development: providing broad/school-wide volunteer
support; providing fiscal support of educational opportunities
and improvement of facilities that benefit AIS students;
sponsoring events that strengthen the AIS Community and
the relationship between AIS and the community at large.
3. Excellence: To uphold the value of excellence in our duties,
activities/events, interactions, and ethics.

•

In 2013-2014 we worked very hard toward our mission and goals
and were able to accomplish the following:
•

From previous year fundraising, we provided nearly
20,000 Euro for new projects and items. We were able
to fund visiting professional dancers and poets/authors.
For the Elementary School, we provided funds for a new
playground shed, a wooden playhouse, tricycles, and a visit
from St. Nikolaus. We also were able to fund art display
panels for the High School, books for the Middle School
Library, and stage curtains and lighting for the AIS Theatre.

We organized six fundraising events which included
the Halloween Spooktacular, Winter Market, Seasonal
Crafting, Bingo Night, the International Food Festival,
and a Flea Market. These events raised over 28,000
Euro which will be made available to fund more
projects and items for the 2014-2015 school year.

We coordinated the room parents and grade-level parents
to help promote parent connections and parent-to-teacher
connections and to provide assistance with any classroom
needs or celebrations. We also helped with school events
such as United Nations Day, Halloween Harvest, Fun Run,
and the Elementary School Field Day.

The PTF is only successful because of the great relationship we
have with AIS students, families, and faculty. Thank you all for
your support of the PTF. We are looking forward to another great
year.
Alicia Field
PTF President

REVIEW

Based on an increasing number of enrolled students and strict
cost control AIS managed to exceed the financial targets for the
2013-2014 school year.
The early repayment of all existing lease obligations and
simultaneous maintenance of recommended reserves was
the biggest challenge 2013-2014. In total, a third party finance
obligation of 2,6 million Euro was repaid and all mobile and
immobile assets have been handed over to AIS for sole
ownership. Despite this immense financial effort, the operational
reserves were stabilized at 23,5% of the operational budget
value at the end of the school year.
The budget for the academic year 2014-2015 does not include
any extraordinary financial positions. The cornerstones are:
•

The budget limits the tuition fee increase to 2% - equal to
the average Austrian consumer price inflation recorded in
2013 and on par with inflationary expectations for 2014.
Without any real increase in fees we target competitiveness
for the fourth year in a row as a challenging economic
environment continues to affect all of our client groups.
AIS remains the prime option for international and English
language school education. The budget proposal is
based on the enrollment assumption of 762 students.

•

People are the school’s most valuable asset, and we
appreciate the outstanding contribution made by our
teachers and staff. However, personnel expenses still
make up more than 80% of total operating expenses.

•

Curriculum development has been identified as an
ongoing key aspect for the academic excellence
of AIS. Budgetary provisions have been made for
the new position of the Director of Curriculum and
Instruction and the program development necessary

to keep AIS at the forefront of international IB schools.
•

We budgeted for a transfer to operating reserves of 260,000
Euro in 2014-2015.

We would like to thank our Director Bob Gross, the Faculty and
Administrative staff for their hard work and achievement, and
thank our parents for their continued commitment to our school.
We have set the foundation for the financial sustainability of
AIS but continue focusing on our ongoing structural challenges
together with the new Director Steve Razidlo.
Gianfranco Bisagni
Treasurer
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WINTER REUNION - DECEMBER 2013

ALUMNI
Throughout the 2013-2014 school year, we had many mini get-togethers in Vienna, as well as overseas receptions with alumni,
faculty, staff, and parents. Messages and pictures sent in by alumni attending these events were posted on our “Global AIS Vienna
Group” Facebook page. In addition to these events, we also had two big reunions take place on campus. Both were well attended by
alumni ranging from the class of 1969 to the class of 2014.
55 YEAR ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS - JUNE 2014

We also had the pleasure to have one of our alumni be the Guest Speaker at the 2014 Graduation. Thank you Shabnam for inspiring
our students with such powerful words!

RETIRING FACULTY AND STAFF
The end of the school year is always a combination of excitement and sadness. In June 2014, we said farewell to 3 of our beloved
faculty members:
•
•
•

Mrs. Beverly Carroll, MS Arts, retired after 37 years
Mrs. Mary Guzzo Hattendorff, ES Classroom Teacher, retired after 11 years
Mr. Hermann Prossinger, HS Science, retired after 37 years

We wish them all the very best in their future endeavors and they will always be part of the AIS Community.
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Designed by JT Hilliard.
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